
  

Coherent structures and phases 
synchronization in non linear Burgers 

equation

7th Summer School, 19-24 June 2016, Complex Motion in Fluids.  

Motivation:

Understanding the robustness of the energy transfer 
mechanism driven by singular events.



  

Burgers' equation

Kardar - Parisi - Zhang (KZP)

2D Burgers; Cosmological model Strongly localized 
dissipation of 

energy 



  

Fourier Space Energy spectrum:

Burgers' equation



  

Reduce to learn!

Phases must be the responsible of the singular energy focusing 
(shock formation).

Question: How many degrees of freedom do we need?
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  Real space evolution at changing of fractal dimension: 

Shock evolution in 
energy decaying

Random small 
scales 

structures



  

Amplitude – Phase representation: 

Key degrees of freedom:  Triad dynamical phases  

Energy flux towards small scales through  k :

 Fourier space Burgers' equation + Forcing
Triadic Interactions



  

Triad Phases Align & 
Synchronize - Efficient 

Transfers

  Energy flux towards small scales through  k :



  



  

●  Recall Triad dynamical Phase: 

●  Define the Precession of a triad's phase: 

 Triad dynamical phase Precession



  

   PDF triad phase' Precession



  

 Joint PDF, Amplitude - Precession



  

Conclusions

We studied the evolution of forced Burgers' equation under mode reduction in 
Fourier space.

1) Energy transfer is strongly dependent on the mode reduction protocol.

2) Energy focusing is the result of a global phase correlation in Fourier space. 
 

3) Bad news for modeling people.  

4) Potential inspiration to search for similar phenomena in Navier-Stokes 
equations.
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Numerical approach:

Decimated Burgers equation:
Decimation Main Properties: 

1) The space dimension can change continuously

2) The original symmetries of the system are kept

3) It acts as a Galerkin Truncation without the 
introduction of any characteristic scale

 4) The numerical evolution can be obtained via a psedu-
specral code

 Modes Reduction, Fractal Fourier decimation:
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